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other resistance forces.
Targeting the enemy at Kerem
Abu Salem at 10:15 pm with
missiles
Fighting with Israeli special
forces in northern Beit Hanoun,
causing confirmed enemy casualties

Commemorate the Historic 28th July The 42nd Martyr Anniversary of
Respected Leader Comrade Charu Mazumdar And Historic 5th August
The Martyr Day of Leader of the Party Respected Comrade Saroj
Dutta

Firing three rockets toward Bir
Saba at 9:15 pm.

Reports of Struggles

News of Palestine Resistance
[Liberation has arranged the news of Palestinian resistance against the Israeli aggressors from different sources, the struggle
news are upto the 20th of July 2014.]

In a joint operation with the Nasser Salahuddin Brigades, targeting occupation military northwest
of Beit Lahiya with anti-tank missiles, hitting their equipment directly at 7:25 pm
Clashing with the occupation
forces in one of the houses destroyed by their attacks in northern Beit Hanoun at 6:30 pm.

July—
July—August 2014

Bombarding Eshkol settlement
with missiles at 3:00 PM
English Organ of The Central Committee of The Communist Party of India (Marxist(Marxist-Leninist)

On Saturday, July 19: PFLP Guerilla wing
bombarded Eshkol settlement with three missiles at 11:00 PM. Ambushing ememy soldiers and clashing with them with confirmed
casualties in their ranks.

Confronting Zionist special forces
that attempted to infiltrate Gaza

Clashes with enemy forces in joint action with

[Source: www.pflp.ps]
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Bombarding Asqelan with a Grad
rocket at 3:00 AM

Personally built by Respected Leader Comrade Charu Mazumdar and Led by the Great
Class Leadership Personally Established by Leader of Heart Respected Comrade Mahadev
Mukherjee
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NOTICE
On behalf of Deshabrati
Publications we request
our readers to support
and assist us in publishing the complete volume
of the Selected Works of
Leader of heart respected Comrade Mahadev Mukherjee.
Your contributions for
the publication will assist in spreading revolutionary politics .
Please write to us to
know how you can contribute:

Editorial

National News

Zionist Israeli Aggressors Hands Off Palestine!

Fight and Smash The Nefarious Schemes of The Fascist Modi Regime
The predatory budgets, both railway
and union budget, presented by the
fascist BJP led NDA government
headed by Narendra Modi are clear
show piece of this fascist regimes
loyalty to imperialist finance capital
and its determination to advance the
plans and programmes of liberalisation and disinvestments that the previous reactionary Congress government has set into motion.

The massive massacre of innocent Palestinian Arabs
in the Gaza strip perpetuated by the Zionist Israeli
forces led by reactionary Netanyahu regime and supported by the US imperialism has aroused the anger
and hatred of the people of the world against the Zionist Israeli regime and its US imperialist masters
across the globe.
Utilising the situation of chaos in Iraq, Syria and the
reconciliation move of the reactionary Iranian regime
towards the US imperialism, the Israeli aggressors
bombed Gaza strip killing more than 200 people and
have launched the land assault with its reserve
troops.

The anti people measures like furthering the disinvestment plans, deregularising of diesel prices, cutting
off of LPG cylinder supply at subsidised rates, increasing of FDI cap in
the defence and the insurance sector, the proposals to set up further
SEZ’s and in that process acquire the
fertile lands of peasant masses and
the so called “reforms” of the existing
labour laws to bring back draconian
working conditions for the working
class and office employees are the
clear signs of the loyalty of this fascist regime towards imperialist finance capital, the Indian comprador
bourgeoisie and their feudal landlord
allies.

The Palestinian people will not absorb this humiliation silently, the Palestinian people with rich revolutionary heritage will certainly unite against the aggressor enemy and escalate their liberation struggle
to a new height. No United Nations or other governments of western imperialist nations will come to rescue the people of Palestine.
Chairman Mao said “The oppressed peoples and nations must not pin their hopes for liberation on the
“sensibleness” of imperialism and its lackeys. They
will only triumph by strengthening their unity and persevering in their struggle.”
Chairman Mao also taught us that a small power can
defeat a bigger one, and relying upon the people of
Palestine and by intensifying the struggle against aggressors of Israel the Palestinian liberation struggle
will definitely reach new heights and dig the grave of
US imperialism and its running dogs Netanyahu—
Perez and Co. in the deserts of the Arab peninsula.

For Modi & Co, the scab of US imperialism and Indian comprador bourgeoisie this may be the pay back time
as his masters have sponsored the
election campaign of multi billion
rupees, however the assault on the
working class and the peasantry will
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Israeli aggressors hands off Palestine!
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not go unanswered. The rising discontent of the people may be temporarily
diverted by the ruling classes with the
active cooperation of their revisionist
stooges, but ultimately the people and
the wave of mass insurrections
against all forms of exploitations cannot be curbed.
The reactionary government of Modi is
fully aware of the same and hence
using their old trick of igniting communal tensions and widening the sectarian division among the toiled masses
the BJP government and its master the
US imperialism and the Indian feudal
lords and comprador bourgeoisie will
seek some breathing space for themselves.
The befitting reply to these fascist
monsters can be only given by
strengthening the armed agrarian
revolution, the principal axis of the
people’s democratic revolution of India.
Only by building up the peasants alternative government—revolutionary committees in the countryside under the
leadership of the poor and landless
peasantry by overthrowing feudal rule
and by intensifying the people’s war
we can defeat the fascist schemes of
the BJP led NDA government.
Let us boldly march towards that path
under the leadership of the CPI (M-L).

intolerant to even the simple non
violent struggles of the people, which
they themselves prefer to save their
skin.
The revolutionary working class and
peasantry of the country will not absorb any humiliation from the ruling
class in this very era of Chairman
Mao Tse-tung, the era in which imperialism is heading towards total collapse and socialism is marching towards worldwide victory. The people
of the country will avenge these murders of their compatriots by intensifying the struggle against the perpetrators of these heinous crimes, the
feudal landlords, the comprador
bourgeoisie class and their master
the US imperialism led world imperialism.
Only under the leadership of the CPI
(M-L) which is valiantly led by the
great class leadership with Comrade
Manik at its core under the banner of
the accurate politics of respected
leader Comrade Charu Mazumdar
and the accurate line of leader of
heart respected Comrade Mahadev
Mukherjee the people can avenge
the killings by overthrowing the feudal rule in the countryside and by
establishing the peasant’s government revolutionary committees. This
is the only path of the liberation of
the people which can hasten the
doom of the reactionary forces.
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International News

Writing of Authority

In Memory Of Martyrs—Respected leader Com.Charu
Charu Mazumdar

Palestine: Infitada Developing
To People’s War

AT midnight of 4th and 5th August
the police captured Comrade Saroj
Dutta and on that very night shot him
dead secretly.

The struggle of the Palestinian people
against the Zionist Israeli aggressors
has intensified in the recent days, and
despite the complete censoring of the
Palestine resistance news by the US
imperialist sponsored global bourgeoisie media the news of the resistance is
coming from Palestine.

Chairman has said: "It is not hard for
one to do a bit of good. What is hard
is to do good all one’s life and never
do anything bad, to act consistently
in the interests of the broad
masses, the young people and the
revolution, and to engage in arduous
struggle for decades on end. That is
the hardest thing of all!" Comrade
Saroj Dutta was such a comrade and
his entire life was spent in working
for the revolution.

We came across the news that the left
wing Popular Front for the Liberation
of Palestine has intensified guerilla
campaigns in the occupied territories
of Gaza and the guerillas are determined to turn the struggle into a massive people’s war to ensure that the
Zionist Israeli aggressors and the US
imperialist forces are burnt to death in
the flames of people’s war.

There is no reactionary force which
did not fear his pen which was as
sharp as a razor. That is why the police force did not even dare enact the
farce of a trial, they murdered him on
that night itself.

The PFLP and other revolutionary
forces has recently launched heaviest
assault on the enemy forces of the
Zionist Israeli aggressors.

Like all reactionary powers of the
world the lndian Government and its
accomplices - all the reactionary and
revisionist parties-want to arrest the
march of revolution by resorting to
mass murders on a wide scale. In the
Cossipore-Baranagar area they unitedly entered into a conspiracy and
murdered over a hundred youths.
The police and the goondas who
committed the murders were engaged for the purpose by all those

Chairman Mao Tse-tung has taught us
that a small power can defeat a big
one. The people of Palestine are showing us that very truth, following the
legacy of the people of Vietnam, Algeria, Iraq the Palestinian people will
definitely hasten the doom of the Zionist Israeli aggressors and their US imperialist masters.
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rogues who, in the name of restoring
"Law and Order", were holding conferences with a view to preserving this
man-eating system and uniting against
the revolutionaries. Today when their
mask is falling off their face before the
people, when it is no longer difficult for
the people to recognise the bloodstained hand of the murderers, they
have come forward to show sympathy
for the murdered revolutionary youths
to hide their devilry.They executed the
same conspiracy in Barasat and Uttarpara.
The orgy of murder in which they indulged in the Cossipore and Baranagar
area has surpassed all previous records of their demoniac acts.
In jails also they are killing revolutionary cadres by opening fire on prisoners
or lathi-charging them. They are thinking that in this way they will be able to
arrest the progress of revolution. In
South Vietnam the Diem clique wanted
to stop the onward march of revolution
by carrying on killings in this manner.
The result is, the strength of the National Liberation Front has increased
and it has defeated the American aggressors repeatedly. In India this killing
will rouse the anger and hatred of men
and a new India will be built on the
destruction of the murderous systemthis is the law of history. The reactionaries will have to repay in blood the
blood debt that each act of murder

Writing of Authority

accumulates.

The reactionary fascist elements instigated a riot in the town of Vadodara on July 20th, by July 27th the
fascist BJP and its allies kindled the
flames of communal riots in Sahranpur of western Uttar Pradesh that led
to 3 deaths and numerous injuries.

To The Comrades
Comrade Saroj Dutta was a leader of
the Party and he died a hero's death
befitting a leader. His revolutionary
steadfastness should serve as a
model for youths. Overcoming all
weaknesses, the youths will have to
take to the path of revolution more
resolutely and avenge these killings
by integrating themselves with the
workers and poor and landless peasants.
{Written on August 16-1971 / Published in Liberation July 1971 - January 1972 Issue}

—Leader of heart respected Com. Mahadev
Mukherjee

Beloved Comrades,

On the other hand in order to protect
its ally the Zionist Israel the fascist
BJP government’s CRPF opened fire
on 19th July in Kulgam, Kashmir on a
rally against the aggression of the
Zionist Israel on Palestine and the
massacres. The police firing in Kashmir is first of its kind at a time when
the people around the world are holding large demonstrations and protest
rallies against the barbaric assault of
the Zionist Israeli state sponsored by
US imperialism on Gaza strip of Palestine and in support of Palestinian
resistance struggle against the aggression. No reactionary government
anywhere else on earth has dared to
fire upon the people opposing
against the ghastly deeds of the Zionist Israeli state and its US imperialist
master. The fascist BJP government
showed its true colour and loyalty to
its ally the Zionist Israeli regime and
its master the US imperialism by firing upon unarmed civilians.

The historic 28th July is the martyr day
of respected leader Comrade Charu
Mazumdar. On this very day the monsters murdered the apple of our eyes,
the successful implementer of Chairman Mao Tse-tung's Thought - Vice
Chairman Comrade Lin Piao's Theory
of People's War - respected leader
Comrade Charu Mazumdar, and they
were conspiring for this murder since a
long time.
Therefore, in order to avenge the murders of respected leader Comrade
Charu Mazumdar, leader of the party
respected Comrade Saroj Dutta and
thousands of other martyrs the conscious role of the very party personally
built by respected leader Comrade
Charu Mazumdar needs to be applied
correctly.
In order to play the conscious role of
the party it is imperative to strengthen
the party.

Respected leader Com. Charu Mazumdar
(centre) with leader of the party respected
Com. Saroj Dutta (left) and Com. Sushital
Roychoudhury (right). November 1967, Shahid Minar Calcutta.
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However, the way the political and organisational outline of the party was
delivered by respected leader Comrade Charu Mazumdar and was observed by the martyrs of the past is not
only in shortage at present but missing

A fifteen year old teenager, Suhail
Ahmed Mir martyred during the CRPF
firing and this triggered waves of protests by the people of the Kashmir
valley against state terrorism. The
revolutionary and progressive forces
13

around the world deeply condemned
this incident.
The CPI (M-L) leadership, with Comrade Manik at its core expressed deep
hatred against the class enemies and
their brutal oppression and openly
declared that by extending the flames
of armed agrarian revolution the Party
will avenge such brutal murders of
children, that matches only the brutality of the Zionist Israeli regime and its
chief ideologue fascist Hitler’s massacres.
In Madanpur village of Aurangabad
district of Bihar the police forces molested women during a so called combing operation on the night of 19th July.
On the 20th July the poor and landless
peasantry of Madanpur started a protest movement against the reactionary
police force of the reactionary Janta
Dal (U) government of Nitish Kumar.
The panic sticken reactionary police
force opened fire on the protesting
villagers and this resulted in the martyrdom of one peasant woman and a
twelve year old child.
This barbaric assault on the peasants
of Bihar was the second one in the
month of July, Two people were murdered and seven were injured by the
reactionary forces on 8th July in
Rohtas district.
These incidents clearly shows that the
ruling classes of the country and their
imperialist masters have turned into
reckless panic sticken killers who are

Why do the anti-authoritarians not
confine themselves to crying out
against political authority, the state?
All Socialists are agreed that the political state, and with it political authority, will disappear as a result of
the coming social revolution, that is,
that public functions will lose their
political character and will be transformed into the simple administrative
functions of watching over the true
interests of society. But the antiauthoritarians demand that the political state be abolished at one stroke,
even before the social conditions that
gave birth to it have been destroyed.
They demand that the first act of the
social revolution shall be the abolition of authority. Have these gentlemen ever seen a revolution? A revolution is certainly the most authoritarian thing there is; it is the act
whereby one part of the population
imposes its will upon the other part
by means of rifles, bayonets and cannon — authoritarian means, if such
there be at all; and if the victorious
party does not want to have fought in
vain, it must maintain this rule by
means of the terror which its arms
inspire in the reactionists. Would the
Paris Commune have lasted a single
day if it had not made use of this authority of the armed people against
the bourgeois? Should we not, on the
contrary, reproach it for not having
used it freely enough?
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Therefore, either one of two things:
either the anti-authoritarians don't
know what they're talking about, in
which case they are creating nothing
but confusion; or they do know, and in
that case they are betraying the movement of the proletariat. In either case
they serve the reaction.

altogether. At present there is no
more secret organisation at all. Does
this looks good for a revolutionary
party? Due to this party units are not
built. The concept of the party is
gradually disappearing from mind.
Why did the secret organisation got
scattered like this? Is it because of
the lack of revolutionary zeal to build
revolutionary organisation? Or because of the tendency to part way
from difficult tasks and struggle due
to immense accumulation of self interest within us? Lack of courage, the
lack of the mentality to face all hardships in the past is felt more strongly
at present. Difficulties are to be surmounted, the condition of the enemy
and our own conditions are to be
analysed and according to that the
plan of action and tactics are to be
developed, there is a huge deficit of
this now.

National News
Avenge The Brutal Murders Carried On By
The Reactionary Ruling Classes Across The
Country

The reactionary ruling classes of India
represented by the communal fascist
BJP has instigated communal hatred
and riots in different parts of the country on one hand and have started a
series of murders along with its reactionary allies all across the country.

Therefore, it is necessary to build up
the political and organisational outline of the party correctly.

In the recent days the communal fascist BJP has instigated communal riots
in Uttar Pradesh and Gujarat with a
clear intention to murder the people
and fracture the unity among the people. With the nefarious designs
hatched by the Modi—Amit Shah—
Rajnath clique the fascist saffron brigade, inspired by its partner the Zionist Israeli aggression on Palestine has
ushered a series of violent communal
carnages starting from Vadodara of
Gujarat to Sahranpur of Uttar Pradesh.

The Theory of People's War of Vice
Chairman Comrade Lin Piao, i.e the
theory of consolidating the strength
of the party in the countryside and
then seizing the cities needs to be
grasped and the People's Army, the
focus of our strength in the countryside, needs to be built. Regarding
building of People's Army what I want
to say is that the People's Army that
respected leader Comrade Charu
Mazumdar had built, at present the
5

People's Army is not there in that
proper spirit, therefore, we have to
build up the People's Army following
the ray of the politics of respected
leader Comrade Charu Mazumdar
from the outlook of Magurjaan. The
Revolutionary Committees that we
have built has not yet got the proper
shape till now. If we could build up
Revolutionary Committees then could
those monsters dare to conspire
against and murder the Chairman of
the Revolutionary Committee immortal
martyr Comrade Tarak Sardar? Because, then they could
have seen the powerful People's Army
is beside the Revolutionary Committee, and the Revolutionary Committee
filled with the spirit of struggle.
Though those monsters are scared of
the Revolutionary Committees. As they
know the Revolutionary Committee is a
lethal weapon against them. Therefore, they have killed today the Chairman of the Revolutionary Committee.
Therefore the Revolutionary Committee needs to be filled with revolutionary and struggling spirit and should be
freed from economist and showist
trends. The party needs to be filled
with more spirit of struggle.
Respected leader Comrade Charu Mazumdar taught us: "If the party is alive
the struggle will happen and the struggle will of course rise to developed
stages." Regarding keeping the party
alive he meant strengthening the

party. Because he himself said :"The
manner in which the struggle is progressing under the leadership of our
party then if calculated our country
will not be liberated even in 2001,
forget 75." - Come let us strengthen
the party in the similar manner as
respected leader Comrade Charu
Mazumdar wanted to by hammering
at the target by saying the above
statement. Then the struggle will
grow strong. Then and there only we
will be able to comprehend and observe the countrywide insurrection.
Then only we will be able to commemorate the martyr day of immortal
martyr respected leader Comrade
Charu Mazumdar correctly.
Therefore, the pledge of historic 28th
July be - come, let us transform our
grief into hatred and plunge into the
struggle by overcoming all weaknesses. Smashing the revisionism
within and outside, that is hammering the party too much at present, let
us firmly grasp and by mastering
Chairman Mao Tse-tung's Thought The Theory of People's War of Vice
Chairman Comrade Lin Piao and the
politics of respected leader Comrade
Charu Mazumdar, holding high the
banner of internationalism - the banner of the Great Proletarian Cultural
Revolution, strengthening the party
with revolutionary leadership, which
is strongly connected with the peasant leadership, let us march ahead
on the path of liberating the world by
liberating India by building up Revolu6

tionary Committees and the People's
Army in the correct sense.

itself, to destroy the power loom in
order to return to the spinning wheel.

Accept my red salute.

Let us take another example — the
railway. Here too the co-operation of
an infinite number of individuals is
absolutely necessary, and this cooperation must be practised during
precisely fixed hours so that no accidents may happen. Here, too, the
first condition of the job is a dominant will that settles all subordinate
questions, whether this will is represented by a single delegate or a committee charged with the execution of
the resolutions of the majority of persona interested. In either case there
is a very pronounced authority. Moreover, what would happen to the first
train dispatched if the authority of
the railway employees over the Hon.
passengers were abolished?

With Revolutionary Greetings
Mahadev Mukherjee
17th July 1991

Obituary

Commemorating The Historic 28th July
and 5th August Martyr Days

While commemorating the historic 28th
July we are bound to recall the history.
1967 to 1972, in these few years the
Communist movement of India started
a new journey through a new path. We
are the inheritors and partners of the
same.
Leader of heart respected Comrade
Mahadev Mukherjee taught us that in
1967 respected leader Comrade
Charu Mazumdar has personally created the invincible Naxalbari. The
United Front government was in power
at that time and the chieftain of that
government was the home minister
Jyoti Bose, the agent of imperialism in
disguise of a communist.

But the necessity of authority, and of
imperious authority at that, will nowhere be found more evident than on
board a ship on the high seas. There,
in time of danger, the lives of all depend on the instantaneous and absolute obedience of all to the will of
one.
When I submitted arguments like
these to the most rabid antiauthoritarians, the only answer they
were able to give me was the following: Yes, that's true, but there it is not
the case of authority which we confer
on our delegates, but of a commission entrusted! These gentlemen

They tried to curb the peasant’s struggle of Naxalbari by killing peasants
and women but they failed miserably.
The struggle of Naxalbari expanded
across all corners of India, and the
name of Naxalbari is still shining in the
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think that when they have changed the
names of things they have changed
the things themselves. This is how
these profound thinkers mock at the
whole world.
We have thus seen that, on the one
hand, a certain authority, no matter
how delegated, and, on the other
hand, a certain subordination, are
things which, independently of all social organisation, are imposed upon us
together with the material conditions
under which we produce and make
products circulate.
We have seen, besides, that the material conditions of production and circulation inevitably develop with largescale industry and large-scale agriculture, and increasingly tend to enlarge
the scope of this authority. Hence it is
absurd to speak of the principle of
authority as being absolutely evil, and
of the principle of autonomy as being
absolutely good. Authority and autonomy are relative things whose spheres
vary with the various phases of the
development of society. If the autonomists confined themselves to saying
that the social organisation of the future would restrict authority solely to
the limits within which the conditions
of production render it inevitable, we
could understand each other; but they
are blind to all facts that make the
thing necessary and they passionately
fight the world.

but relentlessly put in the place of
the small proprietors big capitalists,
who with the aid of hired workers
cultivate vast stretches of land.
Everywhere combined action, the
complication of processes dependent
upon each other, displaces independent action by individuals. But whoever mentions combined action
speaks of organisation; now, is it possible to have organisation without
authority?
Supposing a social revolution dethroned the capitalists, who now exercise their authority over the production and circulation of wealth. Supposing, to adopt entirely the point of
view of the anti-authoritarians, that
the land and the instruments of labour had become the collective property of the workers who use them.
Will authority have disappeared, or
will it only have changed its form? Let
us see.
Let us take by way if example a cotton spinning mill. The cotton must
pass through at least six successive
operations before it is reduced to the
state of thread, and these operations
take place for the most part in different rooms. Furthermore, keeping the
machines going requires an engineer
to look after the steam engine, mechanics to make the current repairs,
and many other labourers whose
business it is to transfer the products
from one room to another, and so
10

forth. All these workers, men, women
and children, are obliged to begin and
finish their work at the hours fixed by
the authority of the steam, which cares
nothing for individual autonomy. The
workers must, therefore, first come to
an understanding on the hours of
work; and these hours, once they are
fixed, must be observed by all, without
any exception. Thereafter particular
questions arise in each room and at
every moment concerning the mode of
production, distribution of material,
etc., which must be settled by decision
of a delegate placed at the head of
each branch of labour or, if possible,
by a majority vote, the will of the single
individual will always have to subordinate itself, which means that questions are settled in an authoritarian
way. The automatic machinery of the
big factory is much more despotic than
the small capitalists who employ workers ever have been. At least with regard to the hours of work one may
write upon the portals of these factories: Lasciate ogni autonomia, voi che
entrate! [Leave, ye that enter in, all
autonomy behind!]

pages of the world history. At that
time, those who opposed Naxalbari
are still benefitting themselves using
the name of Naxalbari and by acting
as a stooge of the oppressor classes.
On the other hand, unmasking the
fake naxals the real proletarian class
is still in the war field.
In the year 1969, respected leader
Comrade Charu Mazumdar personally built the great glorious and accurate revolutionary party – the CPI (ML). The real revolutionaries of India
united to turn Naxalbari into a prairie
fire. Historic student movement ushered in Calcutta, thousands upon
thousands of young students farther
extended the struggle of Naxalbari by
overcoming careerism and kicking off
the bourgeoisie education system
and leaving their respective homes.
In order to extend the armed agrarian
revolution numerous youth laid down
their lives. Also on the other hand by
taking the lives of the class enemies
they created panic among the reactionaries and the swindler “Marxists.”
The same panic exists even at present.

If man, by dint of his knowledge and
inventive genius, has subdued the
forces of nature, the latter avenge
themselves upon him by subjecting
him, in so far as he employs them, to a
veritable despotism independent of all
social organisation. Wanting to abolish
authority in large-scale industry is tantamount to wanting to abolish industry

Through the incident of the peasants
seizing rifles in Magurjaan, respected
leader Comrade Charu Mazumdar
declared the formation of the People’s Army. The great People’s Army
is proving its existence in different
corners. The vast liberated zone was
formed in Srikakulam of Andhra
Pradesh. Respected leader Comrade
7

Charu Mazumdar personally kindled
the flames of guerrilla war following
the Theory of People’s War of Vice
Chairman Comrade Lin Piao.
In the month of May 1970 the First
(Eighth) Party Congress was organised
and the complete programme and constitution of the party was adopted.
Respected leader Comrade Charu Mazumdar unanimously became the
helmsman of the party and leader of
the party respected Comrade Saroj
Dutta became his close comrade in
arms. The crooks within the Party were
jealous as they could not grasp any
leadership role in the revolutionary
party. They conspired and first compromised leader of the party respected
Comrade Saroj Dutta to the reactionary police forces. On the midnight of
4/5th August 1971 the police under
the direction of the ruling class murdered leader of the party respected
Comrade Saroj Dutta. The scoundrel
revisionist swindler “Marxists” were a
party of this conspiracy, and hence
after several years they still hush up
regarding this very murder.
Next was 28th July of 1972. Regarding
this very day, our leader of heart respected Comrade Mahadev Mukherjee
said after correctly analysing:
“Respected leader Comrade Charu
Mazumdar has martyred. This is an
irrevocable loss for us. We could not
protect him. On the other hand he has
martyred as per the requirement of
history itself.”

Within the duration of the few years
ranging from 1967 to 1972 respected leader Comrade Charu Mazumdar shook the world. We did lost
respected leader Comrade Charu
Mazumdar, however his contributions
will always shine in the arsenal of the
Communist movement as very specific revolutionary line and guidance.
This is the very reason that leader of
heart respected Comrade Mahadev
Mukherjee correctly placed the slogan after the martyrdom of respected
leader Comrade Charu Mazumdar :”Respected leader Comrade
Charu Mazumdar is alive. He is alive
within the very CPI (M-L) personally
built by him, he is alive among the
people.”
Therefore, at present, the martyr
days of respected leader Comrade
Charu Mazumdar and leader of the
party respected Comrade Saroj Dutta
are observed with much respect by
the revolutionaries around the world,
and they will continue to do so. They
have still done more thorough researches in understanding the deep
significance of the martyrdom of respected leader Comrade Charu Mazumdar and leader of the Party respected Comrade Saroj Dutta, and
we are eager to learn from them so
that we can march ahead on new
paths of revolutionary practice.

leader Comrade Charu Mazumdar. We
offer millions of red greetings to them
for the heroic struggles waged by them
in their own countries.

Writing of Authority

ON AUTHORITY—Great
Great Comrade Engels
[The following article of Great Comrade Frederick Engels is taken from
Marx Engels Collected
Works, Progress Publisher, Moscow Volume 23. The article
was written against
the anarchist and
opportunist trends
within the proletarian
movement that denied authority, mostly
revolutionary authority and advocated
anarchism. On the
occasion of the martyr
day of great Comrade Engels on 5th
August we are republishing this article of our great leader and teacher.—
Liberation]

We conclude this obituary with the
historic quote of leader of heart respected Comrade Mahadev Mukherjee
-: “Come on Comrades, let us realise
victory, and with our last drop of blood
let us make successful the vision of
respected leader Comrade Charu Mazumdar.”
Long Live The Historic 28th July – 5th
August.

The CPI (M-L) strongly oppose the
attempt of the fascist communal
BJP government, the stooge of the
US imperialism, to hike the limit of
FDI in insurance from 26% to 49%.
The CPI (M-L), led by the great
class leadership with Comrade
Manik at its core supports the glorious struggle waged by the insurance employees across the nation
and extends its revolutionary greetings and solidarity to the employees of insurance sector fighting
against the loot and plunder of imperialist capital.

A number of Socialists have latterly
launched a regular crusade against
what they call the principle of authority. It suffices to tell them that this or
that act is authoritarian for it to be
condemned. This summary mode of
procedure is being abused to such an
extent that it has become necessary
to look into the matter somewhat
more closely.

[Published by Liberation]

Authority, in the sense in which the
word is used here, means: the imposition of the will of another upon
ours; on the other hand, authority
presupposes subordination. Now,

Revolutionaries from different corners of the world are supporting this
very revolutionary party of respected
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since these two words sound bad, and
the relationship which they represent
is disagreeable to the
subordinated party, the
question is to ascertain
whether there is any way
of dispensing with it,
whether — given the conditions of present-day
society — we could not
create another social
system, in which this authority would be given no
scope any longer, and
would consequently have
to disappear.

On examining the economic, industrial
and agricultural conditions which form
the basis of present-day bourgeois
society, we find that they tend more
and more to replace isolated action by
combined action of individuals. Modern industry, with its big factories and
mills, where hundreds of workers supervise complicated machines driven
by steam, has superseded the small
workshops of the separate producers;
the carriages and wagons of the highways have become substituted by railway trains, just as the small schooners
and sailing feluccas have been by
steam-boats. Even agriculture falls
increasingly under the dominion of the
machine and of steam, which slowly

